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“Be more awesome.”
“The time to be awesome is now.”

Kid President has so many simple inspirational quotes that challenge us to think differently,
enjoy life, be on the same team, and make a difference. I have used Kid President videos when
leading a retreat with students, at a staff meeting, and just as a pick me up while at work. Kid
President gives us a reminder that whatever we are doing in this world matters. Just like how
Kid President inspires us, the experience I have had as a member in the Association of
Fraternity and Sorority Advisors has inspired me to donate to the AFA Foundation.
Six short years ago, I attended my first AFA Annual Meeting. At this meeting, I realized I was a
part of a bigger family that cares about the fraternal experience. In the words of Kid President,
AFA was making my experience “more awesome.” During general and educational sessions at
the Annual Meeting, programs like AdvanceU, or drive-ins, I feel connected to and part of the
fraternal movement. As a graduate student, a new campus professional, and now a
headquarters staff member, I have always felt like AFA invested in me, my professional
development, and my passion.
Now, it is our turn to invest back into our profession and passion through the AFA Foundation.
Whether it’s a one-time donation or a recurring gift, this is a commitment to our profession to
continue to educate, elevate, and inspire. I know many of us show our commitment to our
profession and AFA through volunteering our time, through our dedication to the work in our
field, and through our donations to the AFA Foundation. Our donations provide an opportunity
and outlet for professional development, while cultivating relationships between higher
education and interfraternal partners.
I am proud to be a part of our family on this team. With the upcoming celebration of the 40th
Anniversary of AFA in Boston, it is important to make AFA awesome through our gifts to the
AFA Foundation. The time to invest in our field, our family, and our future is now. The time to
be awesome is now.

